Author Matthew Pinard’s Newly Released “The New Wine” Is An Exciting Look At Some Of The Greatest Mysteries Of All Time, Providing Insight And Answers Like Never Before

“The New Wine” from Christian Faith Publishing author Matthew Pinard is an exciting and captivating publication delving into some of the greatest mysteries of all time. Matthew Pinard’s unique perspective aims to provide insight and answers to these mysteries, and restore a belief in the other Kingdom of God.

(PRWEB) September 18, 2017 -- “The New Wine”: a captivating book on some of the greatest mysteries of all time, and a call for a return to Christianity. “The New Wine” is the creation of published author, Matthew Pinard, a professionally trained theater actor, screenwriter, and poet, with a unique connection to Jim Morrison.

Published by Christian Faith Publishing, Matthew Pinard’s new book is an exciting and thought-provoking publication delving into some of the greatest mysteries of all time.

While probing into these great mysteries, Matthew Pinard seeks to merge the secular left with the conservative right using two keys to life on earth. The keys are simple guides for living in this side of life and being granted entrance into the kingdom of heaven. The author has been fortunate to enter into the kingdom prior to death. With this unique perspective, Matthew Pinard is able to provide insight like never before.

Matthew Pinard suspects that Jim Morrison knew that a return to Christianity and the Holy Trinity was needed. Mr. Pinard hopes to restore belief in the kingdom by answering the questions so often asked.

View a synopsis of “The New Wine” on YouTube.

Consumers can purchase “The New Wine” at traditional brick & mortar bookstores, or online at Amazon.com, Apple iTunes store, Kobo or Barnes and Noble.

For additional information or inquiries about “The New Wine”, contact the Christian Faith Publishing media department at 866-554-0919.
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